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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (49)

Dear Ciro,
Thank you so very much for your help with our solar returns last
year. Catherine and I are most grateful.
Last year I mentioned concern with bringing in income from business.
Interestingly, the day I returned from my trip, I stayed overnight in Los
Angeles before driving home to Fallbrook.
That very day I met with an individual with whom I started a
business relationship. While there is still more to accomplish for
business, this situation has brought in more income so far than I have
had in a few years.
Thank you!
Catherine and I went to Koror, Palau for her Solar Return on your
recommendation, and it was a fabulous trip, a true paradise.
The universe seemed to cooperate. As we looked for flights we found
we could use frequent flier points on supersavers, and the round-trip
flights for both of us from Los Angeles cost $100 total!
Catherine often says that this trip has been life-saving for her in terms
of health this past year, and she is extremely grateful for your kind and
wonderful guidance.
Well, we are about 5 weeks from my birthday, so I wanted to ask
your advice for 2012.
(We have a bit more time for Catherine – Sept 2.) Again, my
priorities would be good business (successful, profitable, and happy)
and an improving financial situation, but I don’t want to leave out
health and relationship.
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Catherine recently ordered three of your books in English on
Amazon.com which she didn’t already have (medical, lunar returns, and
chart rectification), and she looks forward to reviewing them for Amazon.
She has always praised your work most highly and found it outstanding.
Our birth information is as follows:
Patrick Russell: 16 June, 1951 3:05 AM EDT (+4.00) Washington,
DC, USA
Catherine Christopher: 2 September, 1951 10:45 AM EDT (+4.00)
Summit, NJ, USA
Thank you again,
Patrick

Dear Patrich and dear Catherine,
I am very pleased indeed of the good news that send us. It is not a
novelty that an Aimed Solar Return begins immediately to work after a
birthday.
Do you know that the most important statistic researcher in astrology,
today, Didier Castille, has been able to demonstrate, on the whole French
population, my rules #1 and #2 of the book of mine "Transits and Solar
Returns", that I had written decades before his searches and he has
shown this even if didn't know my rules?
Dear Patrick this school of Astrology, Active Astrology, is
directed to get facts and hundreds of friends every year leave, as
you have done, their testimonies on which cannot be had doubts.
Then exist false astrologers that don't know how to make the
forecasts and they prefer to do philosophy to avoid to make public
forecasts and to be wrong.
Here under you will find my suggestions for your next birthdays that
this year are very difficult to be done well because Mars and Saturn can
be only in the 3^ and in the 9^ House and then because I cannot put, to
one of you two, Venus in 12^ House otherwise you would have done
disagreeable in relationship to the health of the consort or to your relation
of couple.
Read, please, the notes after all to the page. I would finally like to
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suggest to you, Patrick, not to ask suggestions for the new birthday with
few days of advance.
Best wishes.

ASR 2012 For Catherine Christopher For Port Hedland Australia

ASR 2012 For Patrick Russel For Kununurra Australia

Dear Ciro,
Thank you so very much for your kind advice for our Solar Returns
this year. We don't know if it will be possible for us to afford trips to
Western Australia.
We will try to arrange to go, but if we can't we will do the very best
with Lunar Returns and your other methods.
(Last year we used up frequent flier points we had been saving for
many years to travel to Koror, Palau.) By the way, your books
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Catherine ordered arrived. She started reading your book on chart
rectification, and she is extremely impressed with how clear, practical,
and well written it is -- so she sends a special thank you to you for
your wonderful books.
Very best regards,
Patrick Russell and Catherine Christopher

Dear Patrick and dear Catherine,
I hope you will be able to depart. I am happy to read that you like my
books. I think that my English Readers will have some good surprises in
the next months. Best wishes.
***

Dear Ciro!
Hope all is well with you! I just wanted to THANK YOU very much
for your advice...
Ciro, I've followed your indications for the past 3 years, making close
geographical adjustments! That you approved!
This solar return was magical and transformational...
You decided that Baja California was the ideal location and conceeded
to a more accessible location which was Los Angeles, California.
I stayed close to Santa Monica. I had one of the best birthdays of my life!
It was difficult before I left - with uranus cnj merc in 9th played out
before I flew! The airline threatened to cancel my ticket over a name
difference. This took a day to resolve with me chasing one line manager
after another. Finally one of the manager's with some sense in him resolved
it. This was very stressful.
I'm wondering what you think about an astro-relocation to Big Sur,
CA, USA?
I had a quick look - Focus on the 11th with asc ruler there, sun in the
12th, saturn ruler of MC is in the 2nd. but in Los angeles uranus is ruler
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of MC and is in the 6th. neptune in desc.
Pluto also in 6th..
What do you think of this chart for a predominately:
- ecological/spiritual experience?
- or for a scientific/academic experience/job
what do you think of the financial aspect.
there is a possibility that I can get an apprenticeship to do a
sustainability course in this location.
I've emailed you a picture of the Yogananda's lake Shrine in the Pacific
Palisades, Sunset Blvd. where I spent my birthday. I strongly recommend
a visit to this Special Oasis!
Thank you..!
Best regards :-) Tiger

Dear Tiger,
I am so happy for your beautiful year after the last Aimed Solar Return
in Santa Monica!

Relocation OF Tiger In Big Sur California

For the Relocation to Big Sur in California, I suggest you to
choose better. There you have only a large conjunction of the Sun
to the Ascendant, but you have to remember that in a relocation the
Houses have not a value: only the Celestials in conjunction to the
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four cardinal angles value.
The reading of this kind of chart is completely different in relation to a
Natal Chart and to an Aimed Solar Chart.
If you want, you can read the book of Andrea Rossetti and me:
"Astro&Geography" to understand better.

Dear Ciro,
thank you for your comments/analysis. I will definitely consult your
astrogeography book.
It was such a great holiday I was hoping to linger there a bit longer...
Again many thanks for your availability and vital advice!
Warmest regards, Tiger

Dear Tiger,
it was a pleasure for me...
***
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Dear Ciro,
Thank you so much for you very encouraging words and as always
patient advice. I'll definitely pay heed to your suggestions.
I thought that I did post my brother's birthdata, guess it was too early
in the morning and I was half-asleep.
Here it is - date of birth 23august1978
time - 10.05 pm (not accurate but it's after 10 and before 10.30)
place - kanpur, india (26n28, 80e20)
Grazie tanto!

Dear Alfred,
it is a good Aimed Solar Return for your brother!

Chibougamau Quebec Canada For Alfred's Brother

Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and writer,
was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th of July,
at 5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular
daily of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on
science, medicine, informatics, literature and
astrology. He always refused to cast the so-called
'horoscopes of the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other newspaper
or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the CNR (National Research
Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as Electronic Measures
Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 65
books, most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the
United States of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia).
He has published also about 750 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he
founded the quarterly Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his interest
in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities
and cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living
expert of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this
specific segment of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience
of more than 20,000 aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that
he suggested, whose outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is
particularly useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals or
groups of people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed
the school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

